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■ Supports all major drawing formats including CAD, PDF and 
SCANS.

■ Easy to use and structured for the QS and Estimator.
■ SMM7, NRM2, CESMM & USER definable measurement rules 

and categories.
■ ‘What if’ scenario and cut/fill balance tools.
■ Text and graphical report formats as standard.
■ Edit anything at any time, including design revisions.
■ Powerful data extraction from drawings.
■ Dynamic exports to Excel™ (with on-the-fly updating)
■  Fully integrated 3D modelling engine as standard.
■ No CAD system or CAD experience necessary.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

“EasyEarthworks™ has become an essential tool to our business. 
It has saved us countless hours and raised our accuracy to a new 
level.”

EasyEarthworks™ is the simple answer for anyone who spends even 
a small amount of their time calculating cut & fill quantities. Designed 
specifically to address time, cost and accuracy requirements, 
EasyEarthworks™ reduces to a few minutes, project take-offs that 
can take days by other methods and with astounding unquestionable 
accuracy. If you need to take the stress off AND write more profit to 
your bottom line, EasyEarthworks™ will help you on your way.

From the moment of launch, EasyEarthworks™ always hints at its 
power right from the very start, giving confidence to even the most 
complex of projects. Existing survey levels are effortlessly lifted from the 
on-screen digital drawings, engineering objects and levels are created 
and the system then takes over, delivering definitive unquestionable 
results almost instantly, even to sophisticated rules like SMM7 and 
NRM2. For tender bids, post contract measures, valuations, final 
accounts, and easy to justify dispute resolution, EasyEarthworks™ 
delivers the results end-users demand for confident and competitive 
business decisions.

EasyEarthworks™

Earthworks measurement 
made simple

Measures everything you can see and even things you can’t (like 
working space). OnSight™ is the industries diamond standard for 
measurement.

■ Handles all common drawing formats including CAD, PDF and 
scans.

■ Multi layer taking-off handles the most complex of schemes.
■ Easy to implement - easy to understand - easy to use.
■ Output to print and Excel export.
■ Auto-measure functions as standard from DWG/DXF drawings
■ Advanced tools for cloning, cutting, trimming, expanding.
■ Additional modules for roofworks, joisting, studding & more.
■ Doesn’t require CAD or any CAD knowledge.
■ Dynamic linking to Excel – links to your pre-built spreadsheets.
■ Multi media Help/Tutorial system.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

OnSight™

Screen based measurement made simple

Designed for Quantity Surveyors and Estimators who want to take on 
simple as well as complex projects, OnSight™ delivers the industries 
faster route to 2D electronic drawing files, allowing 3D visualisation 
extrusions and multi-drawing mixed format project handling as 
standard. Easy to implement and fast to set-up, new users can be 
up and running in minutes with a deep feature-set to explore and 
enhance their taking-off as their knowledge and demands grow.

Working as a complete stand alone application, OnSight™ doesn’t 
rely on any underlying CAD system for its operation, making it cheaper 
to implement and quick to learn. Both CAD and picture files (DWG, 
DXF, DWF, PDF, TIFF, BMP, JPG) can be handled (within the same 
project) allowing even scanned drawings to be used for measures with 
astonishing accuracy. With its multi-layering capabilities, manipulation 
tools and multimedia on-screen based real time video Help/Tutorial 
system, OnSight™ is the easiest to use and quickest measurement 
system available in the market place today.

QSExpress™ delivers the real and immediate commercial 
benefits demanded in managing Bills of Quantities and other pre 
contract tender management functions.

For the user who needs professional taking-off tools married with total 
bill of quantities production, presentation, electronic export, tender 
cost import and analysis functions.

In a single package, QSExpress™ offers single and SQL based multi 
user systems for total control and production of industry standard and 
none standard bills of Quantities. It’s innovative Collaborate module 
even allows remote users to contribute to the team effort without the 
need for real time connections!

The systems ease of use, flexibility and traditional approaches allows 
users of all calibres and ages to migrate to new methods without 
resistance, reaping early time/cost rewards whilst at the same time 
elevating their document presentation standards. Even modifying an 
existing project document for a design or other change is reduced 
to a simple task that can be handled quickly and efficiently without 
stress or concern. QSExpress™ sets the current day standard for Bill 
Production.

■  Stand alone and SQL based Enterprise versions.
■ Industry standard libraries available.
■ Totally dynamic linking between dimsheets (change once   
 change all).
■ Traditional dimsheets for easy recognition.
■ Imperial and metric as standard (and can convert between).
■ Unlimited tenders per project.
■ Tender by disk (CITE and Excel).
■ Prepare Prelims and Preambles on same system.
■ Multi media on-screen based Help/Tutorial system.
■ Export bills to Excel™ for post contract management.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

QSExpress™

The engine you've been waiting for



■ Supports all major drawing formats including CAD, PDF and 
SCANS.

■ Easy to use and structured for the QS and Estimator.
■ SMM7, NRM2, CESMM & USER definable measurement rules 

and categories.
■ ‘What if’ scenario and cut/fill balance tools.
■ Text and graphical report formats as standard.
■ Edit anything at any time, including design revisions.
■ Powerful data extraction from drawings.
■ Dynamic exports to Excel™ (with on-the-fly updating)
■  Fully integrated 3D modelling engine as standard.
■ No CAD system or CAD experience necessary.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

“EasyEarthworks™ has become an essential tool to our business. 
It has saved us countless hours and raised our accuracy to a new 
level.”

EasyEarthworks™ is the simple answer for anyone who spends even 
a small amount of their time calculating cut & fill quantities. Designed 
specifically to address time, cost and accuracy requirements, 
EasyEarthworks™ reduces to a few minutes, project take-offs that 
can take days by other methods and with astounding unquestionable 
accuracy. If you need to take the stress off AND write more profit to 
your bottom line, EasyEarthworks™ will help you on your way.

From the moment of launch, EasyEarthworks™ always hints at its 
power right from the very start, giving confidence to even the most 
complex of projects. Existing survey levels are effortlessly lifted from the 
on-screen digital drawings, engineering objects and levels are created 
and the system then takes over, delivering definitive unquestionable 
results almost instantly, even to sophisticated rules like SMM7 and 
NRM2. For tender bids, post contract measures, valuations, final 
accounts, and easy to justify dispute resolution, EasyEarthworks™ 
delivers the results end-users demand for confident and competitive 
business decisions.

EasyEarthworks™

Earthworks measurement 
made simple

Measures everything you can see and even things you can’t (like 
working space). OnSight™ is the industries diamond standard for 
measurement.

■ Handles all common drawing formats including CAD, PDF and 
scans.

■ Multi layer taking-off handles the most complex of schemes.
■ Easy to implement - easy to understand - easy to use.
■ Output to print and Excel export.
■ Auto-measure functions as standard from DWG/DXF drawings
■ Advanced tools for cloning, cutting, trimming, expanding.
■ Additional modules for roofworks, joisting, studding & more.
■ Doesn’t require CAD or any CAD knowledge.
■ Dynamic linking to Excel – links to your pre-built spreadsheets.
■ Multi media Help/Tutorial system.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

OnSight™

Screen based measurement made simple

Designed for Quantity Surveyors and Estimators who want to take on 
simple as well as complex projects, OnSight™ delivers the industries 
faster route to 2D electronic drawing files, allowing 3D visualisation 
extrusions and multi-drawing mixed format project handling as 
standard. Easy to implement and fast to set-up, new users can be 
up and running in minutes with a deep feature-set to explore and 
enhance their taking-off as their knowledge and demands grow.

Working as a complete stand alone application, OnSight™ doesn’t 
rely on any underlying CAD system for its operation, making it cheaper 
to implement and quick to learn. Both CAD and picture files (DWG, 
DXF, DWF, PDF, TIFF, BMP, JPG) can be handled (within the same 
project) allowing even scanned drawings to be used for measures with 
astonishing accuracy. With its multi-layering capabilities, manipulation 
tools and multimedia on-screen based real time video Help/Tutorial 
system, OnSight™ is the easiest to use and quickest measurement 
system available in the market place today.

QSExpress™ delivers the real and immediate commercial 
benefits demanded in managing Bills of Quantities and other pre 
contract tender management functions.

For the user who needs professional taking-off tools married with total 
bill of quantities production, presentation, electronic export, tender 
cost import and analysis functions.

In a single package, QSExpress™ offers single and SQL based multi 
user systems for total control and production of industry standard and 
none standard bills of Quantities. It’s innovative Collaborate module 
even allows remote users to contribute to the team effort without the 
need for real time connections!

The systems ease of use, flexibility and traditional approaches allows 
users of all calibres and ages to migrate to new methods without 
resistance, reaping early time/cost rewards whilst at the same time 
elevating their document presentation standards. Even modifying an 
existing project document for a design or other change is reduced 
to a simple task that can be handled quickly and efficiently without 
stress or concern. QSExpress™ sets the current day standard for Bill 
Production.

■  Stand alone and SQL based Enterprise versions.
■ Industry standard libraries available.
■ Totally dynamic linking between dimsheets (change once   
 change all).
■ Traditional dimsheets for easy recognition.
■ Imperial and metric as standard (and can convert between).
■ Unlimited tenders per project.
■ Tender by disk (CITE and Excel).
■ Prepare Prelims and Preambles on same system.
■ Multi media on-screen based Help/Tutorial system.
■ Export bills to Excel™ for post contract management.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

QSExpress™

The engine you've been waiting for

If you use Excel and need to handle taking-off in your 
spreadsheets, DimSheet-Pro™ is the system for you. Buy it now 
and watch productivity immediately rise.

Responding to the industry’s needs for a taking-off tool that can, when 
required, work with Microsoft® Excel™, Visual Precision responded 
with DimSheet-Pro™.

Using traditional style dimsheets, users are presented with a screen 
based version of their trusted and understood paper dimsheets. 
Immediately recognisable by all users, DimSheet-Pro™ offers all 
the usual tools associated with paper techniques including timesing, 
annotation and anding-on but with the additional power only a 
Windows based computer system can offer. All dimensions can be 
‘linked’ offering the user the ability to construct complex take-offs with a 
‘change one changes all’ type structure. Imagine being able to change 
the centreline measurement and see Dimsheet-Pro™ instantly adjusts 
all your associated take-off - and then adjust your spreadsheets! It’s 
not a dream but a reality. All this within a cheap package that offers 
an industry standard presentation makes DimSheet-Pro™ a cost 
effective must have.

■  Easy to use taking-off system with traditional interface.
■ Error free calculations without a calculator.
■ Links to Excel or use as a stand alone package.
■ Totally dynamic - ‘change one change all’ linking ability.
■ Metric and imperial functionality.
■ Anding-on, timesing, sidecasts & annotation all supported.
■ AutoCheck™ keeps take-off in check with unit of measure.
■ Unlimited dimsheets per project.
■ Multiple projects supported.
■ Multi media Help/Tutorial system.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

DimSheet-Pro™

Unlocking the potential in Microsoft Excel

■  Single user and SQL based Enterprise systems available.
■ Index based pricing for rapid cost projections and updates.
■ Links to OnSight™ & EasyEarthworks™ for drawing 

measurement.
■ Project modelling, benchmarking and budget tracking as standard.
■ Import incoming BQ’s for pricing.
■  Extensive import and export functions to MS Excel™.
■ Full colour custom reporting including pdf and Excel™ output.
■ Unlimited estimate issues with roll back reporting per project.
■ Full multi media Help/Tutorial system.
■ Multiple cost libraries available.
■ Metric, imperial and multi currency support as standard.

LaunchSite™

LaunchSite™ offers innovative tools and advanced design to 
enable, tender bids and cost plans to be estimated with absolute 
confidence.

LaunchSite™ is a fully featured, no expense spared Cost Planning and 
Tender bid Estimating system. Sitting at the centre of your tendering 
and cost planning world, LaunchSite™ boasts exemplary speed, an 
enviable tool-set, multiple cost databases for end-user development 
and links seamlessly with OnSight™ and EasyEarthworks™ take-
off tools for effortless measurement of even the most demanding of 
projects. LaunchSite™ delivers new levels of productivity, efficiency 
and accuracy in project estimating through better software design.

Its SQL based technology allows teams of users to work 
simultaneously, in real-time, on the most complex of projects whilst 
also receiving input from remote users. Project construction is 
accelerated by the system’s ability to glean information, costs and 
measures from multiple libraries and historic projects - every single 
piece of data entered into the system can be retrieved, in seconds, for 
re-use even years later, making expensive library maintenance a thing 
of the past and the extensive set of reports is the cherry on the cake.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

Cost Planning & Tender bid estimating for the professional

ZoneMaster™ transformed our zoning measurement tasks almost 
instantly. We were up and running the same day we bought it.

Engineered on the world renowned OnSight™ measurement engine, 
ZoneMaster™ was taken from a vision to working product with one 
of the worlds leading facilities management giants. Its task to simplify 
the time consuming measurement of retail and commercial floor 
space zoning was not only obtained but the target time-saving ratio’s 
exceeded by a substantial margin. Projects that traditional take hours 
and require cross-checking were reduced to a few minutes, with little 
training needed of the operator.

Running as an independent application, ZoneMaster™ requires no 
underlying CAD system to function, and runs on all versions of Windows 
XP – Windows 10. Its in-built drawing engine effortlessly handles all 
common drawing formats with the unique ability to align drawings of 
different formats within one single take-off file if required. Multi floor 
projects are handled in the same effortless manner, and for those 
users who need to adopt and apply different zoning methodologies, 
ZoneMaster™ is equipped to manage unlimited methodologies and 
categories, totally future-proofing your investment.

■  Supports all common drawings formats including DWG, DXF, 
DWF, PDF and SCANS.

■ User definable zone definitions and sizes.
■ Handles multiple drawings in one project.
■ Graphic print outs, tables and export to Excel™.
■ Design change revisions handled with sublime ease.
■  2D and 3D views.
■ Twin screen capable right out of the box.
■ Touch screen hardware enabled for ultra efficient taking-off.
■ Full multi media Help/Tutorial system.
■ Comprehensive one-to-one training.
■ Metric, imperial and multi currency support as standard.

AT A GLANCE FEATURES

ZoneMaster™

The fastest route to accurate floor space zoning



Our level of technical competence combined with a precise 
understanding of the processes involved within the QS and Estimating 
function allows us to provide not concepts or promises but real world, 
accurate, functional software and hardware solutions that delivers real, 
demonstrable, measurable productivity and accuracy which ultimately 
contribute to the profitability  reflected in our clients balance sheets.
In order that a project be completed perfectly, it is important to 
understand above all, the business of the client. Listen closely, 
analyse precisely, provide clarity of thought, design and implement, 
and communicate so as to be understood - this will 
lead to success. 

AboutUs
Founded in 1995, Visual Precision Ltd was specifically created 

to engineer software solutions to the Construction Industry. 
In 1996, we released our first system, EasyGrid™, to 

considerable critical acclaim. With this first software 
release Visual Precision established itself an 
enviable reputation of delivering fresh ideas and 
cutting edge design and has continued to build on 
these substantial foundations to the present day 
where we now offer QSToolbox™, a complete 
suite of software systems designed specifically for 

the QS and estimator.

For us, the most important measurement is the 
sustained benefits to our clients of their services 
and processes. 

We see our design methods optimising, aiding 
and supporting the abilities of our clients to enable 
them to move forward and expand or consolidate 
their position in the market at least risk. Our offer 

is to contribute to the technical core skills of the QS 
and Estimating departments and staff allowing users to 

leverage the advantages they contribute to the business and realise 
their visions. Being the authors of our solutions allows us to maintain 
the highest levels of design control and support. Smaller organisations 
benefit from being able to implement off the shelf packages with 
the cost advantage shrink wrapped software offers, whilst larger 
organisations with specific goals and vision can implement the same 
core systems with bespoke enhancements tailored and designed, by 
us, in-house, to meet their critical demands, allowing them to press 
home the advantages only bespoke solutions can deliver.

We understand the complexity of IT in all its dimensions. 
Continuous innovation in methodics and technologies enables us to 
offer better and more efficient solutions to our clients problems. When 
making any change, we continue to analyse the needs of our clients 
and recognise the strengths & ‘likes’  already identified in current 
versions. 

As with all good systems, the software 
is only the beginning. Understanding the 
processes involved in turning data into real world answers 
is just as important. We recognise that implementation of a system is 
only the start and guiding the client through training of the system is 
just as important, if not more, than the system itself. Power without 
knowledge is nothing and our personalised trainer led on-line training 
sessions deliver everything needed in manageable segments.

From ‘power up’ we take our clients through all the key aspects to 
our systems to ensure they can press their investments into profitable 
use as soon as training has completed (and sometimes before) and 
with many of our systems being delivered with multi-media driven 
audio video based Help, clients training time is kept to a minimum and 
uptime kept to a maximum.  Post training, we continue to deliver high 
levels of service and our move to fully automated on-line automatic 
updating means clients are constantly kept totally up-to-date with the 
very latest designs.

Training &
Support

 Your QSToolbox™ reseller

Visual Precision Limited
2 Sycamore Tree, Elmhurst Business Park

Park Lane, Elmhurst, Staffordshire WS13 8EX
T: +44 (0)1543 262222  F: (no longer in use)

E: sales@visualprecision.co.uk 
W: http://www.visualprecision.co.uk.

In time honoured tradition, Visual Precision also continues its prowess 
in the field of specialist hardware. At the start the Company specialised 
in large format digitisers from a range of manufacturers which it still 
supports today in a number of markets, however, with the advent of 
on-screen measurement, Visual Precision moved with the times and 
now specialises in, and support, a range of efficiency driving devices 
including wide format touch-screen monitors and 3D mouse units from 
Wacom and 3DConnexion. Measurement is truly made easy with 
intuitive pen-like tracing techniques for exceptional productivity gains. 

Measuring drawings truly made easy.

After sales service is also naturally 
offered and spares are generally available 
ex-stock for next day delivery.

You’re in safe hands with Visual Precision.

SpecialistHardware

All trade marks recognised. QSExpress, LaunchSite, EasyEarthworks, DimSheet-Pro, OnSight, ZoneMaster, 
Stitch, Planstitch, IntelliGuess, AutoCheck, and HotLink are all trademarks or registered trademarks of Visual 
Precision Limited. Microsoft and Excel are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

© Visual Precision Limited 2021. All rights reserved. E&OE
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Tick the option of your choice and we’ll get details to 
you by return. Of course, you can also call us direct or 
even email us for an urgent response

Name:

Job Title:

Company:

Address:

Postcode:

Tel:

Email:

AboutUs
Founded in 1995, Visual Precision Ltd was specifically created 

to engineer software solutions to the Construction Industry. 
In 1996, we released our first system, EasyGrid™, to 

considerable critical acclaim. With this first software 
release Visual Precision established itself an 
enviable reputation of delivering fresh ideas and 
cutting edge design and has continued to build on 
these substantial foundations to the present day 
where we now offer QSToolbox™, a complete 
suite of software systems designed specifically 
for the QS and estimator.

For us, the most important measurement is the 
sustained benefits to our clients of their services 
and processes. 

We see our design methods optimising, aiding 
and supporting the abilities of our clients to enable 
them to move forward and expand or consolidate 
their position in the market at least risk. Our offer 

is to contribute to the technical core skills of the QS 
and Estimating departments and staff allowing users to 

leverage the advantages they contribute to the business and realise 
their visions. Being the authors of our solutions allows us to maintain 
the highest levels of design control and support. Smaller organisations 
benefit from being able to implement off the shelf packages with 
the cost advantage shrink wrapped software offers, whilst larger 
organisations with specific goals and vision can implement the same 
core systems with bespoke enhancements tailored and designed, by 
us, in-house, to meet their critical demands, allowing them to press 
home the advantages only bespoke solutions can deliver.

We understand the complexity of IT in all its dimensions. 
Continuous innovation in methodics and technologies enables us to 
offer better and more efficient solutions to our clients problems. When 
making any change, we continue to analyse the needs of our clients 
and recognise the strengths & ‘likes’  already identified in current 
versions . 

Our level of technical competence combined with a precise 
understanding of the processes involved within the QS and Estimating 
function allows us to provide not concepts or promises but real world, 
accurate, functional software and hardware solutions that delivers real, 
demonstrable, measurable productivity and accuracy which ultimately 
contribute to the profitability  reflected in our clients balance sheets.

In order that a project be completed perfectly, it is important to 
understand above all, the business of the client. Listen 
closely, analyse precisely, provide clarity of thought, design 
and implement, and communicate so as to be understood 
- this will lead to success.

As with all good systems the software is only the 
beginning. Understanding the processes involved in 
turning data into real world answers is just as important. 
We recognise that implementation of a system is only 
the start and guiding the client through training of the system is just as 
important, if not more, than the system itself. Power without knowledge 
is nothing.

From ‘power up’ we take our clients through all the key aspects to our 
systems to ensure they can press their investments into profitable use 
as soon as training has completed (and sometimes before) and with 
many of our systems being delivered with multi media driven audio 
video based Help, clients training time is kept to a minimum and uptime 
kept to a maximum.  After training we also continue to deliver high 
levels of service and our move to fully automated on-line automatic 
updating means clients are constantly kept totally up-to-date with the 
very latest designs.

Training &
Support

Your QSToolbox™ reseller

Visual Precision Limited
2 Sycamore Tree, Elmhurst Business Park

Park Lane, Elmhurst, Staffordshire WS13 8EX
T: +44 (0)1543 262222  F: +44 (0)1543 262777

E: sales@visualprecision.co.uk 
W: http://www.visualprecision.co.uk.

For those clients who also need specialist hardware in the form of 
digitisers and lage format scanners, Visual Precision can, as a top 
level specialist dealer, supply all makes of small, medium and large 
format units, matching clients needs to the most appropriate solution. 

After sales service is also naturally offered and spares are generally 
available ex-stock for next day delivery. With the specialist nature of 
digitiser hardware, Visual Precision also have their own electronics 

engineering services and can service a wide range 
of digitiser models, even obsolete makes such as 
TDS, Kurta and Altek. To add to this, extended 
hardware warranties covering parts and labour 
are also provided and, for those clients who need 
maximum up time - loan units.

You’re in safe hands with Visual Precision.

SpecialistHardware

All trade marks recognised. QSExpress, LaunchSite, EasyGrid, EasyGrid EVO3, EasyEarthworks, DimSheet-Pro, 
OnSight, Stitch, Planstitch, IntelliGuess, AutoCheck,  and HotLink are all trademarks or registered trademarks of 
Visual Precision Limited. Microsoft and Excel are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Terramodel is a trademark of Trimble Navigation Limited.

© Visual Precision Limited 2007. All rights reserved. E&OE
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AboutUs
Founded in 1995, Visual Precision Ltd was specifically created 

to engineer software solutions to the Construction Industry. 
In 1996, we released our first system, EasyGrid™, to 

considerable critical acclaim. With this first software 
release Visual Precision established itself an 
enviable reputation of delivering fresh ideas and 
cutting edge design and has continued to build on 
these substantial foundations to the present day 
where we now offer QSToolbox™, a complete 
suite of software systems designed specifically 
for the QS and estimator.

For us, the most important measurement is the 
sustained benefits to our clients of their services 
and processes. 

We see our design methods optimising, aiding 
and supporting the abilities of our clients to enable 
them to move forward and expand or consolidate 
their position in the market at least risk. Our offer 

is to contribute to the technical core skills of the QS 
and Estimating departments and staff allowing users to 

leverage the advantages they contribute to the business and realise 
their visions. Being the authors of our solutions allows us to maintain 
the highest levels of design control and support. Smaller organisations 
benefit from being able to implement off the shelf packages with 
the cost advantage shrink wrapped software offers, whilst larger 
organisations with specific goals and vision can implement the same 
core systems with bespoke enhancements tailored and designed, by 
us, in-house, to meet their critical demands, allowing them to press 
home the advantages only bespoke solutions can deliver.

We understand the complexity of IT in all its dimensions. 
Continuous innovation in methodics and technologies enables us to 
offer better and more efficient solutions to our clients problems. When 
making any change, we continue to analyse the needs of our clients 
and recognise the strengths & ‘likes’  already identified in current 
versions . 

Our level of technical competence combined with a precise 
understanding of the processes involved within the QS and Estimating 
function allows us to provide not concepts or promises but real world, 
accurate, functional software and hardware solutions that delivers real, 
demonstrable, measurable productivity and accuracy which ultimately 
contribute to the profitability  reflected in our clients balance sheets.

In order that a project be completed perfectly, it is important to 
understand above all, the business of the client. Listen 
closely, analyse precisely, provide clarity of thought, design 
and implement, and communicate so as to be understood 
- this will lead to success.

As with all good systems the software is only the 
beginning. Understanding the processes involved in 
turning data into real world answers is just as important. 
We recognise that implementation of a system is only 
the start and guiding the client through training of the system is just as 
important, if not more, than the system itself. Power without knowledge 
is nothing.

From ‘power up’ we take our clients through all the key aspects to our 
systems to ensure they can press their investments into profitable use 
as soon as training has completed (and sometimes before) and with 
many of our systems being delivered with multi media driven audio 
video based Help, clients training time is kept to a minimum and uptime 
kept to a maximum.  After training we also continue to deliver high 
levels of service and our move to fully automated on-line automatic 
updating means clients are constantly kept totally up-to-date with the 
very latest designs.

Training &
Support

Your QSToolbox™ reseller

Visual Precision Limited
2 Sycamore Tree, Elmhurst Business Park

Park Lane, Elmhurst, Staffordshire WS13 8EX
T: +44 (0)1543 262222  F: +44 (0)1543 262777

E: sales@visualprecision.co.uk 
W: http://www.visualprecision.co.uk.

For those clients who also need specialist hardware in the form of 
digitisers and lage format scanners, Visual Precision can, as a top 
level specialist dealer, supply all makes of small, medium and large 
format units, matching clients needs to the most appropriate solution. 

After sales service is also naturally offered and spares are generally 
available ex-stock for next day delivery. With the specialist nature of 
digitiser hardware, Visual Precision also have their own electronics 

engineering services and can service a wide range 
of digitiser models, even obsolete makes such as 
TDS, Kurta and Altek. To add to this, extended 
hardware warranties covering parts and labour 
are also provided and, for those clients who need 
maximum up time - loan units.

You’re in safe hands with Visual Precision.

SpecialistHardware

All trade marks recognised. QSExpress, LaunchSite, EasyGrid, EasyGrid EVO3, EasyEarthworks, DimSheet-Pro, 
OnSight, Stitch, Planstitch, IntelliGuess, AutoCheck,  and HotLink are all trademarks or registered trademarks of 
Visual Precision Limited. Microsoft and Excel are trademarks or registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
Terramodel is a trademark of Trimble Navigation Limited.

© Visual Precision Limited 2007. All rights reserved. E&OE
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us, in-house, to meet their critical demands, allowing them to press 
home the advantages only bespoke solutions can deliver.

We understand the complexity of IT in all its dimensions. 
Continuous innovation in methodics and technologies enables us to 
offer better and more efficient solutions to our clients problems. When 
making any change, we continue to analyse the needs of our clients 
and recognise the strengths & ‘likes’  already identified in current 
versions . 

Our level of technical competence combined with a precise 
understanding of the processes involved within the QS and Estimating 
function allows us to provide not concepts or promises but real world, 
accurate, functional software and hardware solutions that delivers real, 
demonstrable, measurable productivity and accuracy which ultimately 
contribute to the profitability  reflected in our clients balance sheets.

In order that a project be completed perfectly, it is important to 
understand above all, the business of the client. Listen 
closely, analyse precisely, provide clarity of thought, design 
and implement, and communicate so as to be understood 
- this will lead to success.

As with all good systems the software is only the 
beginning. Understanding the processes involved in 
turning data into real world answers is just as important. 
We recognise that implementation of a system is only 
the start and guiding the client through training of the system is just as 
important, if not more, than the system itself. Power without knowledge 
is nothing.

From ‘power up’ we take our clients through all the key aspects to our 
systems to ensure they can press their investments into profitable use 
as soon as training has completed (and sometimes before) and with 
many of our systems being delivered with multi media driven audio 
video based Help, clients training time is kept to a minimum and uptime 
kept to a maximum.  After training we also continue to deliver high 
levels of service and our move to fully automated on-line automatic 
updating means clients are constantly kept totally up-to-date with the 
very latest designs.

Training &
Support

Your QSToolbox™ reseller

Visual Precision Limited
2 Sycamore Tree, Elmhurst Business Park

Park Lane, Elmhurst, Staffordshire WS13 8EX
T: +44 (0)1543 262222  F: +44 (0)1543 262777
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W: http://www.visualprecision.co.uk.

For those clients who also need specialist hardware in the form of 
digitisers and lage format scanners, Visual Precision can, as a top 
level specialist dealer, supply all makes of small, medium and large 
format units, matching clients needs to the most appropriate solution. 

After sales service is also naturally offered and spares are generally 
available ex-stock for next day delivery. With the specialist nature of 
digitiser hardware, Visual Precision also have their own electronics 

engineering services and can service a wide range 
of digitiser models, even obsolete makes such as 
TDS, Kurta and Altek. To add to this, extended 
hardware warranties covering parts and labour 
are also provided and, for those clients who need 
maximum up time - loan units.

You’re in safe hands with Visual Precision.

SpecialistHardware
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We recognise that implementation of a system is only 
the start and guiding the client through training of the system is just as 
important, if not more, than the system itself. Power without knowledge 
is nothing.

From ‘power up’ we take our clients through all the key aspects to our 
systems to ensure they can press their investments into profitable use 
as soon as training has completed (and sometimes before) and with 
many of our systems being delivered with multi media driven audio 
video based Help, clients training time is kept to a minimum and uptime 
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For those clients who also need specialist hardware in the form of 
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level specialist dealer, supply all makes of small, medium and large 
format units, matching clients needs to the most appropriate solution. 

After sales service is also naturally offered and spares are generally 
available ex-stock for next day delivery. With the specialist nature of 
digitiser hardware, Visual Precision also have their own electronics 

engineering services and can service a wide range 
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